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17th December 2008 – Ushuaia (54°48’ S / 068°18’ W)
Air temperature: 6-13°C, fairly sunny.

At 16:00 the Professor Multanovskiy was ready to welcome us. The guides marked the luggage
with chalk so it could be brought aboard, with the help of the Russian crew, to the right cabins.
It's time to get to know the ship: the bar with the library, the hospital, the upper decks that
provide an excellent view and not to mention the 'monkey deck', the uppermost deck ideal for
watching birds. The weather is typical Ushuaian, ranging from sunshine to rain – or both
together.
The Expedition Leader of this voyage is Anja Fleig: she welcomes us at 17:15, once we have
squeezed ourselves into the bar. She introduces the Hotel Manager, Daniela Cristoff, and the
two guides of this trip: Christophe and Lex. There is a lot of information to share right from the
start. There are nice cakes and cookies too for the hungry ones. One face is missing though:
where did our ship's doctor, Raoul, go to? It turns out he was unaware that the ship was due
to leave at 18:00. Once our doctor is back on board the gangway is lifted and off we go – on to
the Beagle Channel.
This is a good time to run through the life boat drill. The alarm bell is rung. We find ourselves
back in the bar, this time with warm clothes and a life jacket. The emergency procedures are
explained and practiced. Everybody gets into one of the two orange life boats where he or she
receives additional instructions from the Russian life boat driver. Meanwhile it has started to
rain. We may as well go down to the restaurant for the evening dinner.
After midnight we leave the protected waters of the Beagle Channel and the movement of the
open ocean starts to have its effect on the ship. But most of us have already gone to bed by
then and are not really affected.
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18th December 2008 – Somewhere between Patagonia and Falkland Islands
Air temperature: 8-12°C, fairly sunny.
“A journey is a person in itself, no two are alike. And all plans, safeguards, policies and coercion are
fruitless. We find after years of struggle that we do not take a trip, a trip takes us.”

John Steinbeck

Anja's wake-up call sounds over the P.A. system at 07:30. Breakfast is served half an hour
later: fried eggs for the ones with a strong stomach and toast, fresh fruit or knackebrod for
those who first want to get more used to the ship which is now gently rolling. Quite a few have
decided to remain in bed though, but as the day progresses more and more faces surface.
Actually, the weather is really nice: the sun turns the underwings of the birds that accompany
us all bright white.
Black-browed Albatrosses and Giant Petrels are keeping us company all morning. At 11:00
there is some 'programmed birdwatching' and many of us climb up to the monkey deck (the
upper level) to either scan the waves for birds, or simply to enjoy the warmth of the sun.
Actually, there are not as many birds as there were earlier this morning. But we do spot
whales! Spouts rise up on the horizon at 13:00 and later on also at 15:00. The tall blow
combined with a falcate dorsal fin lead us to conclude these are Fin Whales. There must be a
whole group of them, their blows show up at various spots at more or less the same time. Fin
Whales usually travel in pods of 3-7 animals, but individuals belonging to the pod may be
miles apart. They reach lengths of up to 26 metres. Fin Whales used to be quite common in
Falkland waters until the New Island Whaling Station started hunting them between 19081916.
After lunch, at 15:30, Lex delivers the first lecture of the trip, titled “Of Penguins And People” an introduction to our next destination. The lecture covers history, economy and wildlife of the
Falkland Islands.
The lecture is followed by parts 1 and 2 of the BBC series Life In The Freezer, shown from
17:30-18:30.
Just before dinner the number of Giant Petrels increases – up to twenty may be following us
now. There are some Black-browed Albatrosses and two Wandering Albatrosses glide low over
the waves behind the stern.
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19th December 2008 – West Point Island (51°21' S / 060°40' W),
& Carcass Island (51°18' S / 060°33' S)
Air temperature: 10-13°C, sun shinning in the morning and cloudy in the afternoon.
“Wilderness and the idea of wilderness is one of the permanent homes of the human spirit.”

Joseph Wood Krutch

A look outside reveals there is land in sight: during the night
we have reached the Falkland Islands! A bright sun shines on
high cliffs that are all dark on their shadowed side. White dots
slowly move against this blackness: albatrosses. They are all
over the place, nesting between the tussock grass that is the
typical type of vegetation for many Subantarctic islands.
We sail south of West Point Island around breakfast time. The
lines that run over its slopes at a slight angle tell something of
its geological past. Parts of the mountains seem to have been
cut out, forming deep crevasses. It is really quite an
astonishing landscape.
As we sail into the sheltered bay, the large patches of kelp
become apparent. Giant Kelp (Macrocystis pyrifera) is a very
common species in the coastal waters of the Falklands. Some
plants grow to over 60 metres in length! Kelp is an important
shelter for many fish and marine invertebrates, who in turn
provide food for birds and dolphins.
And there are dolphins! A large group of Peale's Dolphins
seems to welcome us. Groups of penguins stand on the black
basalt and higher up on the grass. A Night Heron gently flies past the tide line. Many pictures
are taken this morning. At 07:22 the anchor is dropped. Although this looks a lonely place, we
are certainly not the first visitors to arrive here. New Point Island welcomed the first cruise
ship in 1968 – in fact it was the first Falkland island to be visited by a cruise ship.
Giant Petrels glide over the slopes of the hill, and there is the Turkey Vulture that can be easily
identified by the low V-shape in which it holds its wings. But there are many more birds: the
endemic Falkland Steamer Duck, Rock Shags, King Shags and the two species of
Oystercatchers.
After a short explanation by Anja, on zodiac driving and safety, it is time to go ashore.
Everybody who has washed their boots with the desinfectant can go down the gangway into
one of the zodiacs driven by the Russian crew members. Peale's Dolphins accompany us again
as the zodiacs bring us ashore!
The settlement on West Point Island looks quite snug on a sunny day like this. A yellow fishing
boat adds to the colourful details. As we set food on the jetty we are surprised by the presence
of a number of 'Johnny Rooks', as the Falklanders call them, or Striated Caracaras – one of the
most rare birds of prey and this one only lives on the Falkland Islands. It may be rare but it is
not shy. Leave your daypack unguarded for a couple of minutes and one of these pinkish
beaks will be tearing at the nylon or zipper to investigate! In fact, we put all life jackets in an
old hangar to prevent these birds of prey from damaging them.
We are welcomed by a couple who are standing-in for the Napiers who are currently in
Stanley. Anja sets out for a hike towards the other side of the island. These open fields of
Oceanic Heath, European Gorse and Silver Grass are the habitats of the smaller birds: the redbreasted male of the Long-tailed Meadowlark, the Black-chinned Siskins, a Pipit, Tyrant and
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Tussock Bird, just to mention a few. On the rocks up the hill a Red-backed Buzzard is on the
look-out.
West Point Island is located in the north-west of the West Falklands at 51° 19'S, 60° 35'W.
The island measures 1,255 ha and has dramatic cliffs on the west side. The vegetation is
mostly turf (notice the soft ground you are stepping on), oceanic heath and Tussac grass.
Some 50 different species of birds were counted during a survey in 1983-1993 of which 30 are
thought to have bred on West Point Island. Since about 1879 a sheep farm has been run on
the island. This is the first place where, as of 1910, Tussac grass was replanted by Arthur
Felton (who now has the endemic Felton's flower named after him). In a way he was a
conservationist well ahead of his time but locally he was considered to be quite mad. Today's
owners, the Napiers, are direct descendants of Arthur Felton.
We walk past a wind turbine that is used to generate electricity. Erected in 2002, it now
provides 70% of the electricity required to run the settlement. Wind is an abundant element on
these islands. The tracks leads us through fields of grass where cattle and geese graze. “No
smoking” the signs warn us. It has not been raining for the past ten days so fire is a very real
hazard.
Then there is the strange sound of a bird colony. A path through the high tussock grass brings
one suddenly face-to-face with the
Black-browed Albatrosses that breed
here. This site is known as the
'Devil's Nose'. The Albatrosses share
the open spaces between the
tussock with noisy neighbours known
as
Rockhopper
Penguins.
Both
species
already
have
young,
although some Rockhoppers are still
sitting on the two eggs that they
produce.
West Point Island has some 4,800
breeding pairs and 14,561 pairs of
Black-browed
Albatrosses
(both
figures from the 2000/2001 count). The first methodical fieldwork on Black-browed Albatrosses
in the Falklands was carried out on West Point Island between 1960-1968. Recoveries of some
11,000 albatrosses ringed at nestlings on the island showed that they dispersed northwards
towards the coast of Argentina and Brazil. Most birds will remain in the South Atlantic.
No wonder this place was formerly known as Albatross Island, a name assigned by American
sealers who worked here in the early 1800's. We position ourselves around the colony to take
photographs or to simply witness this beautiful scenery. The birds do not seem to be bothered
too much by our presence. All in all it is an amazing experience to witness these seabirds from
so close by. A Striated Caracara takes a penguin chick and eats it. It is gone before you
realise.
The scenery is stunning too: Cliff Mountain is the island's highest point. At 381 metres it is the
highest cliff in the Falklands. Down at the beach Rockhoppers jump from the surf onto the
stones and climb up the hill to their nests. But all good things must come to an end, and it is
time to go back.
Before we return in the zodiacs we visit the beautiful house, with an English garden full with
colourful flowers, of the Napiers. Tea, coffee and a variety of cakes and pastries are served.
Outside, the 'Johnny Rooks' check us out. Anything left or dropped will be theirs in a second.
Back on the Prof. Multanovskiy it's lunchtime. We enjoy another tasteful creation from our
chefs Robert Bartl and Hermann Taberhofer, both from Austria. Meanwhile the ship sails to the
next destination: Carcass Island.
Carcass Island is 10 km from north-west to south-east and the widest point is 2.5 km. It has
some sandy beaches covered with dead kelp. We land on one such beach, Dyke Bay, in the
bay of Port Pattison. Anja leads the group up the hill. Large Tussac plants offer shelter for
many birds. We find two Snipes and many Magellanic Penguins that use the Tussac. The island
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has the status of Important Bird Area (IBA). Some 14 pairs of Striated Caracaras breed here.
Once persecuted and killed, these birds are now not only protected but also fed by the
islanders. We spot one Caracara nest with three ugly chicks that are hiding behind a stone that
offers sufficient shelter. Most of these coastal stones are hard, white quartzite that once
formed the sea bed 400 million years ago.
The island takes its name from the HMS Carcass which visited in the late 18th century. Danish
seaman and sealer Charles Hansen first leased the island in 1872 and he established a sheep
farm and built the settlement. Following the example of West Point Island, Hansen started to
replant Tussac grass to be used for controlled winter grazing. Excellent management has
prevented the original vegetation from being lost. Tussac grass has also been replanted here.
Along the coastline more birds species are discovered: the Flightless Falkland Steamer Duck,
Pintail and Crested ducks, Oystercatchers, a Wren, a male Black-throated Finch and also more
Magellanic Penguins. A couple of Gentoo Penguins come walking down the hill in our direction.
The hike ends at the settlement, where there is a guest house where we are welcomed with
tea and scones (and many other types of pastry) that have been prepared by the island's
owners, Rob and Lorraine McGill who have lived here for over thirty years (though not yearround).
Although the sun did not come out as much as this morning on West Point, it has been a lovely
walk in a special place. It is time to say goodbye and around 17:30 the last zodiacs brings
everybody back aboard the ship.
During dinner the Prof. Multanovskiy sails out into open sea and some of us feel the effects of
the swell again. Bed time is somewhat earlier today than on other days.
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20th December 2008 – Gypsy Cove & Stanley (51°41' S / 057°51' W)
Air temperature: 10-15°C, clouds in the morning & fairly sunny in the afternoon.
“Wilderness holds the answer to questions we have not yet learnt how to ask.”

Nancy Newhall

Today's wake-up call is earlier than usual, at 06:30. The program holds quite a few activities in
and around Port Stanley, the island's capital. But first breakfast is served and those who wish
to do so can prepare some extra sandwiches to take ashore.
At 08:45 the first zodiac leaves for 'the jetty' in front of the Falkland's Visitor Center. The sky
is cloudy but it is not too windy and there is no rain, so we consider ourselves lucky. Life
jackets are left at the pier and a Customs officer hands out red tags to ensure anyone who
enters Stanley will return to the ship at the end of the day. Two older ladies welcome us at the
Visitor's Center, which sells postcards, books and other souvenirs.
A bus takes us first on an excursion to Gypsy Cove with Ali Liddle as our guide. She has been
living on the islands for over ten years now. She is not only a primary school teacher but also
works for Falkland Conservation and has written a guide on the flora of the Falklands and two
children’s books. Andy is the bus driver who takes us through the streets of Stanley. The city
has expanded quite a lot over recent years. Pre-fab houses have been built on the outskirts of
the city, beyond the cemetery.
We drive past 'Liz', one of the many shipwrecks around the waters of Stanley. But 'Liz' (The
Lady Elizabeth) is the most famous one. Ali explains that a serious gale broke off her bow spit
recently. Before the Panama Canal opened (in August 1914) many ships that rounded Cape
Horn used the Falklands' repair facilities. Some ships would be so badly damaged that they
never left Stanley. With the opening of the Panama Canal, the Falklands lost a substantial ship
repair trade. Whaling would become the new boost for the local economy.
We get off the bus at Gypsy Cove/Yorke Bay, which is now a nature reserve. These beaches
were mined during the 1982 conflict ('the Falkland war') and are clearly fenced off. The mines
pose no threat for the wildlife, which is quite abundant. Ali explains that the population of
Magellanic Penguins has increased over recent years. While she is explaining, some of us
discover a penguin that is considerably bigger. It's a King! Our first King Penguin.
A track that leads down to the cliffs provides a good view on a breeding Night Heron, and a
little further on Rock Shags are feeding their ever-hungry chicks. We also notice the abundant
growth of mosses and lichens. The
bearded moss is especially large
here, it seems to grow even longer
than in Tierra del Fuego. There is
another track that leads around
the cliffs and past the rusty Vickers
gun, placed here to protect Port
Stanley against the German Navy
during World War II.
Rather than taking the bus back,
Per and Helle prefer to stretch
their legs and walk back to
Stanley. All others join Andy on his
magical mystery tour that shows
us Stanley's small airport, the
Faros (the vessel that controls
fisheries in the Falkland waters)
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and finally brings us to Stanley's museum. Some of us pay a visit to the museum, others go
for a stroll in town to see St. Mary's Church with the four whalebones, buy souvenirs, eat squid
in one of the restaurants or agree to meet each other in The Globe or one of the other three
pubs in town.
In 1843 the first people settled in Stanley. Two years later the site became the capital of the
Falklands. It was named after Lord Stanley, Secretary of State for War and the Colonies at that
time. The site really grew in 1849, when 30 married Chelsea pensioners settled to help with
the defence of the islands and in developing the new settlement.
While we are waiting at the jetty a Southern Sea Lion rolls through the waves in the harbour
and occasionally takes a quick glimpse at us. Then, at 14:30, as we are about to send the last
zodiac back to the ship, the Kelpers of Stanley have their Xmas parade. A row of decorated
cars and people starts driving through the streets of Stanley.
At 17:00, back on the ship, there is a re-cap of the visits we paid to the Falkland Islands.
There are a couple of questions that the guides try to answer. Why do penguins eat stones?
Why do some penguins breed in burrows? Lex passes around some of the lovely Falkland
coins, featuring the extinct Warrah Fox, an albatross, a sheep and a goose. There is also a
question about whale watching in the night, but this program activity cannot be answered by
the guides. It is probably a joke by our doctor, who may have spent some time in the bar.
Dress code? Pyjamas are fine, he comments.
Lex re-plays episodes 1 and 2 of Life In The Freezer for those who missed it the first time.
Episodes 3 and 4 are shown after dinner, from 21:00 to 22:00. Sadly we are leaving the
Falkland Islands behind us. The weather forecast does not look too good for Stanley: a storm
seems to be on its way. If we are lucky, we may just escape from its grip.
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21st December 2008 – Somewhere between Falkland Islands
and South Georgia
Air temperature: 6-10 °C, foggy with some sunshine.
“We shall not seek from exploration,
And at the end of our exploring
Will be to arrive where we started
And know the place for the first time”

TS Eliot

Anja's wake-up call sounds at 07:30. The view
outside is limited by mist and rain. There are
no birds outside, so it is time for some indoor
activities.
At 10:00 Christophe gives a lecture on the
identification of Seabirds of the South Atlantic
Ocean. The aim of the lecture was to teach
passengers
the
basics
of
sea
bird
identification. Knowing what characteristics to
look for helps to quickly identify "unidentified
flying objects".
Even though the weather is wet and grey, the
swell is not too bad. But there are some strong
swings from left to right that are quite unpredictable, so we hold on to ourselves and our
belongings.
At 11:30 Anja presents the briefing on South Georgia's biosecurity. Since she suspects that not
everybody may be on his or her feet, she has decided to postpone the mandatory lecture on
the IAATO guidelines.
Lunch is at 13:00 as usual, this time some tasty spring rolls with rice.
It is still grey outside when Daniela gets out some boxes with artificial Xmas trees and
decorations. A couple of dedicated people help to decorate the bar and the restaurant. Slowly
but surely the weather has improved and the sun has come out. Lex announces over the P.A.
system that we are seeing new bird species now, including the Grey-headed Albatross, Great
Shearwater, Soft-plumaged Petel and Black-bellied Storm Petrel. Other species that we have
seen earlier include the Wandering and Royal Albatross, Black-browed Albatross, Wilson's
Storm Petrel and White-chinned Petrel. Later on in the afternoon the weather gets grey once
again and most go inside.
Following up on this morning's briefing on biosecurity,
two vacuum cleaners have been brought in to the bar
for people to clean their rugsacks, boots and clothes
before they land on South Georgia. At 19:15 Anja
requests everybody to go to the bar for an update on
tomorrow's program. Dinner is served at 19:30: a
risotto rice dish.
Around 23:00 the sea becomes rougher again and
some chairs and other items in the bar fly around.
Fortunately, most of us have gone to bed now and are
safe and sound.
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22nd December 2008 – Still somewhere in between Falkland Islands and
South Georgia.
Air temperature: 4-12°C, windy but sunny !
“The years teach much that the days never know”

Emerson.

At 10:00 Lex delivers a lecture on seals including
the eared seals (otaridae) and true seals
(phocidae). The Antarctic Fur Seal is a species of
eared seal that we will surely meet once we set foot
on the South Georgian beaches. Elephant Seals are
omnipresent here too. On the Antarctic peninsula
we are likely to see Crabeater, Weddell and Leopard
Seal. The last part of the lecture is dedicated to a
short documentary titled 'Spring Time For The
Weddell Seals' by Luc Jacquet (from the DVD 'The
World Of Luc Jacquet'). It follows a mother seal and her pup, from the moment of birth to the
moment the mother has abandoned the grown-up pup for him to take care of himself.
The sea may be somewhat rough outside, but the weather is beautiful. The sun has come out
and shines on the blue-greenish waves. Many seabirds can be observed and on the aft deck a
couple of dedicated photographers try to get them in frame. There is one new species for this
trip, a sooty albatross. Unfortunately with the bird flying against the sun it is not possible to
tell whether we are looking at a Sooty Albatross or the Light-Mantled (Sooty) Albatross. Both
birds look identical but differ in the details that we cannot discern under these conditions.
Anja's presentation on South Georgia is on at 11:00, again in the lecture room. It is an
introduction to this stunningly beautiful subantarctic island where we will be spending the next
couple of days. The presentation covers topics like climate, geography, explorers, whaling, and
of course Ernest Shackleton.
Outside many enjoy a view from the lower aft deck where waves sometimes tower above your
head, then drop to a depth of a couple of metres creating impressive valleys of water. Seabirds
use the uplift created by such waves, a flying technique called 'slope soaring'. The number of
seabirds decreases compared to this morning but it is still worthwhile being out. It's not cold
either. Prions dance across the waves, every once in a while accompanied by the tiny Blackbellied Storm Petrels.
At 17:00 two vacuum cleaners are at our disposal to clean all our outdoor gear in order to
minimise our impact on the South Georgian ecosystem. Gloves, boots, jackets and other items
are thoroughly vacuumed. It takes quite a while and not all the work gets done this afternoon.
At 19:15 Anja explains her plans for tomorrow, when we will have reached South Georgia and
will visit Elsehul. She also distributes the South Georgia Welcome Pack which contains an
interesting set of booklets and flyers about the island. She explains she is also busy preparing
the Xmas service in Grytviken's only church. Our clock will also move one hour ahead to adjust
to the local South Georgia time.
After dinner (a delicious cous-cous dish that makes Christophe go for seconds) Lex plays the
last two episodes of Life In The Freezer. But many have gone to bed and are looking forward
to seeing land tomorrow.
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23rd December 2008 – 10:23am, LAND !! LAND !! (Ramp Rocks),
Elsehul (54°01' S / 037°59' W) & Salisbury Plain (54°03' S /037°19' W)
Air temperature: 4-8°C, windy and rainy…
“Yesterday is history, tomorrow is a mystery, today is a gift, that is why it is called the present Enjoy it you will never have it again"

The clock has changed one hour ahead and we are now on South Georgia time, although the
island is not yet in sight as we wake up. The skies are grey but it's dry outside and it is not too
cold. Another good thing: the ship is rolling less than yesterday, although one always has to be
aware of sudden waves that can cause havoc during breakfast and bruises all over your body.
Quite a few passengers are out on deck or on the bridge to witness a changing seascape: fur
seals are abundant. They surface to take a look at us, then curl up and disappear in the waves.
The number of Giant Petrels increases too as we are approaching their breeding grounds. The
first iceberg is spotted. Even though it is far out on the horizon, it peaks high up in the sky so
it must be a huge one. A few grey-headed albatrosses make their way to sites like Elsehul
where they breed, our destination for today too.
At the end of the morning, we have arrived at Elsehul. The water here is green from glaciers,
and between the tussock grass many white (and grey) heads can be seen. High mountain
peaks disappear in mist and albatrosses and giant petrels glide through the sky. Between the
large kelp beds, many fur seals are playing, or simply resting on their backs, floating in the
water. The sea hits the rocks at the entrance of Elsehul, creating huge explosions of white
water.
Elsehul is located at the northwestern point of South Georgia (54°01'S, 37°59'W). Sealers
discovered the place as early as 1700. Assigned in 1905 by Norwegian whalers, the name
Elsehul means 'Else Cove'. The remnants of early sealers can also be found here: trypots and
ruins of huts that they built. When sealers and whalers left the island fur and elephant seals
gradually returned to take possession of their beaches once again. Between 1790-1820
virtually all fur and elephant seals were hunted almost to extinction. One of the sealers was
James Weddell, who visited Elsehul in 1823 on his ship Jane. It was here that Ludwig KohlLarsen, with his wife Margit and film cameraman Albert Benitz, discovered only one (!) fur seal
during their nine-month stay on South Georgia in 1927-1928.
Rock and scree slopes dominate the scenery with the 400 m high ramparts of the Paryadin
Ridge. Elsehul harbour is some 4 km long and 300 m wide at its widest point. The steep slopes
of Elsehul are the preferred breeding locations of black-browed (approx. 400 pairs) and greyheaded albatrosses (approx. 1500 pairs). Three species of penguins are found at Elsehul:
Gentoo, King and Macaroni. Another 700 pairs of grey-headed albatrosses breed around Joke
Cove.
Joke Cove is a little bay part of Elsehul. Many fur seals breed between the tussock. They will
climb as high as 100 m to find a quiet spot to rest. Further to the east flows one of South
Georgia's largest rivers, Hope River that finds its source in the 800 m high Snow Peak.
Even though Joke Cove may be the most sheltered area, it is not at all like that today. The
northern wind is blowing straight into Elsehul and it would be unwise to set out on a zodiac
tour at this moment. So during lunch Anja announces that we'll raise anchor and sail on
towards a new destination.
At 15:00 Anja delivers the IAATO presentation, i.e. The code of conduct for all tourists (and
guides and crew) visiting Antarctica and subantarctic islands, in preparation of our first real
landing.
Around 17:00 we enter the zodiacs to land at Salisbury Plain. The sky is rather grey but the
thousands of king penguins of Salisbury Plain should make up for that. The landings are quite
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difficult due to the huge swell rolling onto the beach. Huge male fur seals watch us landing on
the beach, but fortunately do not create additional trouble. There are many newborn pups
lying on the beach, all black fur and even at this age ready to fight with whoever it may be.
Rain starts falling, but many do not care since it is our first landing. A group of people walk
over to the plains further inland where groups of king penguins have gathered.
Salisbury Plain was named by John Chaplin, who worked as surveyor for the Royal Navy during
the Discovery investigations. He may have associated the site, located at 54°03'S, 37°19'W,
with Salisbury Plain in England. The place, some 2 km² in area, was formed by glacial outwash
of the Grace Glacier (named after the wife of US naturalist Robert Cushman Murphy who
visited the place aboard the US whaler Daisy). The Grace and Lucas Glaciers frequently hit the
Salisbury Plain coastline with gale-force fury. Today, this large stretch of sand beach is home
to the second-largest King Penguin colony at South Georgia, and to one of the largest breeding
colonies of Elephant Seals on the island.
The king penguins number tens of thousands and show all stages of the breeding cycle, from
young chicks to moulting adults. An estimated number of only 350 pairs bred here in 1912, but
the colony is now estimated to hold some 60,000 breeding pairs. Together with the nonbreeding kings, the total number of birds present during the moulting period may be as high
as 250,000.
The presence of elephant seals at Salisbury Plain was well known to sealers. Elephant seals
were hunted until 1964. Elephant sealing was actually well managed on South Georgia.
Splitting the island in four areas, only three areas could be used for sealing in one year and
only bulls were to be taken. These, and a few other guidelines have prevented overexploitation of elephant seals.
The rain and cold make some decide it is time to go back. If landing on Salisbury Plains was
challenging, then try to get away from here! Riding on the big wave, the zodiac hits the beach
with the engine pulled up. The boat is turned around and when eight of us are aboard, pushed
into the surf. But this turns out to be far from easy. The zodiacs gets smashed back onto the
beach, are frequently hit by waves and the zodiacs fill up with sea water. Everybody inside and
outside the zodiac gets soaked. As if that was not enough, one engine refuses to start but our
Russian hero Pasha, a very skilled zodiac driver, manages to pull this zodiac off the beach to
tug it back to the ship. Pasha manages to return each one of us safely back to the ship, where
many feel like taking a shower to get warm again!
19:30 is dinner time - and time to re-energize.
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24th December 2008 – Shackleton Hike between Fortuna Bay (54°07' S /
036°48' W) & Stromness Harbour (54°09' S / 036°02' W),
Grytviken (54°15' S / 036°45' W)
Air temperature: 6-12°C, fairly sunny.
"Only the voyager has perceived the poignant loveliness of life, for he alone has tasted of its
contrasts - he has explored the two infinities – the external universe and himself”

Rockwell Kent

Today it is time to stretch our legs. It
is time for the so-called Shackleton
Walk. The ship has arrived and
anchored in Fortuna Bay. The
mountain peaks are covered in a
mysterious mist.
Fortuna Bay (54°07'S, 36°48'W) is a
6 km long fjord. At its entrance lies
the
Koning
Glacier.
Reindeer,
imported by the Norwegian whalers,
live here too and have adapted
remarkably well to the reversed
seasons. The scenery includes many
waterfalls that run down the steep
slopes. Some 7000 breeding pairs of
king penguins have been counted in
Fortuna Bay. Their colony is situated just below the Koning Glacier. From here Shackleton and
his two men walked down to a beach called Whistle Cove, where there is indeed a cove.
Shackleton, Crean and Worsley walked from Breakwind Ridge across Fortuna Bay up over the
pass to Stromness.
At 08:00 the zodiacs land us once more between the fur seals on the beach where the
Shackleton walk starts. This hike from Fortuna Bay to Stromness Harbour is 5,5 km long.
Some ten people have decided to stay aboard and will go for a stroll in Stromness. But the rest
are brave enough to climb the steep tussock slopes and climb up into the hills that lead up to a
plateau. This is the last part of Shackleton, Crean and Worsley's 36-hour walk that would lead
them to the safety of Stromness' whaling station. On a clear day like today, the glaciers of the
Allardyce mountain range provide beautiful scenery. The walk leads to Crean Lake, situated at
300 m altitude, the highest point of the walk. At this altitude, there is little vegetation to be
found but the scenery is stunning.
Just before starting the final descent, the hikers meet with a fairly large colony of gentoo
penguins that have their rookery up in the hills.
In the meantime, the Multanovskiy has left Fortuna Bay at 09:00. As she leaves the bay, a
single snow petrel is spotted by a few lucky people. One hour later, as the ship enters
Stromness Harbour, Lex gives a quick briefing on the landing near the former whaling station.
At 10:30 a full zodiac lands all of us at the right hand side of the beach in Stromness Harbour.
On the other side of this beach are the relics of the Sandefjord Hvalfangerskap whaling station.
It was operated from 1907 until 1931. During its last season, the price of whale oil dropped
and the station became a ship repair yard for the another well-known whaling company,
Salvesen. The ship propellers left on the beach are some of the items that stem from that
period.
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Although the number of fur seals is certainly high, we do manage to find a small piece of
empty beach where we can get out of the zodiac. We quickly make our way further inland,
where there are fewer of these angry young men (and women). We spot an all-white male fur
seal, and a herd of reindeer that were introduced by the whalers and have even survived
them. It is often easier to follow the stream of melt water, where there are fewer fur seals.
There is more vegetation here, and a type of mushroom grows between the grass.
About one hour after our landing we can see the hikers coming down the hill slope, and they
join us as we head towards a small group of king penguins. The first group are mainly
moulting birds, but further down the beach is a slightly larger group. Somehow they seem to
have a preference for standing in the melt water rivers. It is not possible to actually visit the
ruins of the whaling station as it is fenced off.
We start walking back to the beach where Lex's group landed. It is time to head back to the
ship. As we are waiting for the zodiacs to return us to the ship we witness a mother fur seal
giving birth to what seems to be a dead pup – at least it shows no signs of life.
The anchor is weighed and during lunch we sail to Grytviken, South Georgia's capital, if you
like, with only twenty inhabitants.
By 15:00 the buildings of the
British Antarctic Survey (BAS)
located at King Edward Point are in
sight. On Hope Hill, above the
buildings, is a white cross in
honour of Shackleton. Anja gives
an update and a map of what is
located where: the museum, post
office, Shackleton's grave. The
graveyard is where we land, next
to the Louise, a ship which was
used to transport material used for
building the whaling station.
We walk up the hill to visit the
graveyard. A young mother fur
seal seems to defend the place,
and she is not taking her job too
lightly. But we do get past her. In the 19th century sealers were buried here. Most graves are
identical: white borders with a plate which bears the name of the person buried: most are
Norwegian with some Finnish whalers, many of whom did not get very old. Whaling was
definitely a hazardous job in those days. There is one grave, of an Argentinian submariner
Felix Artuso, who died in 1982 during the Falklands conflict, when the British forces took back
South Georgia (which had also been occupied by Argentina).
The biggest stone belongs to Sir Ernest Shackleton. “To the dear memory of Ernest Henry
Shackleton – Explorer” so the markings read. He died on January 5, 1922. His head is directed
towards Antarctica. This was not after his famous expedition, but years later in preparation of
a new expedition which he was planning. From here one has a nice view over Grytviken's bay.
Following the road along the bay, we walk into the remains of the whaling station.
The small water pools are used by the endemic South Georgia teal, a pretty little brown duck
with a yellow bill. There are a few of them walking around and feeding in the pools. Along the
shoreline there are king penguins, alone or in small gatherings, preening themselves whilst
stretching their flexible necks. Then there are gentoo penguins, elephant seals and the everpresent 'furries' as the locals call their fur seals here. Their pups are play-fighting in the pools.
Terns are using the wreck of the Louise to rest and nest. What a lovely afternoon: the sun has
been shining all day long. We are fortunate to have such good weather – this certainly is not
always the case on South Georgia!
The whaling station was the first one to be built (1904) on South Georgia. Whaler and captain
Carl Anton Larsen first visited the waters of South Georgia in 1902. The expedition found
trypots that had been left by sealers (Grytviken is Norwegian for 'pot cove') and in November
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1904 Larsen returned here with sufficient capital to form the Compania Argentina de Pesca. At
the end of December three buildings and a factory equipped with twelve cookers had been
erected and the first whale was flensed on the December 22nd.
About 300 workers would be present in the summer seasons. The largest whale ever recorded
(1912) was a blue whale that measured 33.58 m in length. The blue whale was processed here
at Grytviken. Over the years Grytviken would process another estimated 54,000 whales. To
put this figure in perspective: between 1904 and 1965 some 175,250 whales were processed
at the six South Georgia shore stations. In the whole of the Antarctica region an estimated
1,432,862 whales were taken between 1904-1978.
Information panels, recently placed on the premises of the former whaling station, tell the
history in more detail. It is difficult to image what this place would have looked like a century
ago. The rusty boilers and containers are silent witnesses of our past. Over the last years,
many buildings and debris have been cleaned up so access to the area is now safe.
The next stop is the Whaling Museum, the former house of the whaling station's manager. It
was founded by Nigel Bonner, a former BAS scientist and expert on seals (his guidebooks are
recommended). He now has one room named after him. For many years the museum was run
by Tim and Pauline Carr, who explored South Georgia like nobody else, and who wrote down
their memories in 'Antarctic Oasis', a book for sale in the museum. We are welcomed by four
employees of the museum. There are different rooms with different themes: natural history,
whaling, exploration, and there is the shop with the usual sweaters, badges, postcards and
books.
Some of us continue our stroll to the end of the road, which leads to King Edward Point where
the post office is housed. At the end of the afternoon, the zodiacs shuttle us back to the ship.
We board the zodiacs next to Albatross and Dias, two ship wrecks. Dias was used for sealing
while Albatross, built in 1921 at Svelvik, Norway (32.8 m long and 210 tons) operated as a
whale catcher.
We are back aboard for Christmas dinner. The two cooks, Hermann and Robert, have done
their best once again and the four-course (and four-star) dinner is really appreciated by all. A
surprise is waiting for us in the bar, so we all go up one level. Anja hands out the Christmas
carols that we will be singing tonight at Grytviken's church. There is a variety of fresh cookies,
as if dinner was not enough. Then, ho-ho ho-ho, Santa Claus himself enters the bar. He's got
little chocolates for each one of us, but the two brothers Johan and Julius get a special treat:
games for their playstation and Harry Potter on audio CD.
Time flies when you're having Christmas, and soon it is almost eleven o'clock. We go down the
gangway to board the zodiacs that will bring us back to shore. It's pitch dark but Anja is posing
next to Albatross and Dias and shines a torch to indicate the direction. Very soon we find
ourselves sitting on the wooden benches of the church, nicely decorated in Christmas style.
The Multanovskiy group largely outnumbers the local inhabitants, and the owners of the three
yachts moored at the jetty are present too.
Tom Marshall, base commander, opens the Christmas Eve service. Songs and readings
alternate. The entire church is all silent as our own Caroline sings 'O Holy Night'
unaccompanied. Applause followed after
she sang the last note. This is a special
service, but it is not going to be a very
formal event as governor's representative
Pat Lurcock makes clear with his witty
poem 'Twas The Night Before Christmas
(Unabridged South Georgia Version)'.
After the service, there is a cup of warm
mulled wine for everybody. The wine has
been prepared by our cooks. Time for
socializing, talking to new faces. It is way
past midnight when the last passengers
return aboard the Multanovskiy.
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25th December 2008 – Right Whale Bay (54°01' S / 037°41' W)
& Elsehul (54°01' S / 037°59' W)
Air temperature: 4-12°C, cloudy in the morning but fairly sunny in the afternoon
“There once was a very cautious man, who never laughed or played. He never risked, he never tired, he
never sang or gave. And when one day he passed away, his insurance was denied. For since he never
really lived, they claimed he never really died.”

As we wake up (08:00), we find
ourselves surrounded by a stunning
scenery. Snowy mountain peaks are
shrouded in mist. The sun will come
out later during the morning.
Already from the ship the numerous
white dots of king penguins on the
hill slopes can be discerned. The
wind transports the calls of fur seals
– and their odour too. Further to the
right is a wide open plain, again
with groups of white dots. This is
Right Whale Bay.
After breakfast the zodiacs are
lowered by 'boatsman' and we set
out for the black beach ahead of us. It is densely populated with fur seals, but fortunately they
back off when the zodiac hits the gravel. There is the odd elephant seal that seems to be
completely undisturbed by whatever is going on around. Anja leads the first half of the group
right through the fur seals, some of which are aggressive, some curious, astonished or simply
sleeping. There are plenty of giant petrels and skuas here too, for wherever there are many
dead seals and pups for them to feed on. Some carcasses have already been eaten entirely,
and only the skeleton is left. A lonely South Georgia shag walks towards one of the streams of
melt water. One of the giant petrels is ringed, R59 is his name known only to a group of
researchers working in this area. King penguins are all over the place, some of them are
moulting and thus cannot go to sea to feed.
Further uphill we pass a field of tussock, or what is left of it. Most plants suffer from heavy
erosion due to the fur seals that move between the plants, or simply climb on them. These
mammals are tricky: it is not always easy to spot them between the tussock, but they will
growl at anyone getting too close.
Suddenly we find ourselves at the border of a huge king penguin colony. Areas of brown fluffy
chicks border areas with adult birds, their orange neck patches creating a piece of modern art
as it were. Young chicks beg their parents for food. They not only emit their typical highpitched 'whistle' but also peck at the beak of their parent, adapting a humble position as most
young birds do when asking to be fed. There are many grown-up chicks too, some have lost all
their down except for the brown feathers growing on their head. It looks like a king penguin
wearing a brown cap. What are all these birds doing here? Well they are walking their special
walk to strengthen the pair bond, copulating, sleeping, waiting to moult, finding a new partner,
making way for a fur seal that is walking straight through the dense colony, calling out for
their other partner (that characteristic trumpet sound), but most of all preening their feathers.
It would be interesting to know how many photographs have been taken on this morning
alone. But all good things come to an end, and we have to return to the ship for lunch and the
next excursion...
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During lunch, served at 13:00 as usual, the ship sails to Elsehul. This was the first bay we
entered on South Georgia. But at that time the wind was blowing too strongly for a zodiac
tour. Today it is different.
Five zodiacs have been prepared for a 1,5 hour tour around the bay. Russian crew members
Andrey, Pasha and guides Anja, Christophe and Lex will be the drivers. But even looking from
one of the decks is already spectacular. Going 360 degrees we have: a turquoise sea, a colony
of macaroni penguins against a rocky slope, grey-headed albatrosses breeding in the tussock
further to the right, followed by a colony of black-browed albatrosses, glaciers, beaches loaded
with fur seals on Inner Bay, more nesting albatrosses on Joke Cove, some of which are right
above your head, commuting between their nest and the sea. One wandering albatross glides
above the hill tops.
The zodiacs slowly move through the bay. There is a lot of kelp all along the coastline. Terns
are picking up food between the kelp. Light-mantled albatrosses can be heard 'sky calling'
from the cliffs to overflying partners. Per spots a pair of them just above the cave, in the
tussock grass. Every empty spot on the beach has been taken up by one or more fur seals.
Their dark furry puppies lie all over the place. Their smell is quite noticeable too. Moulting
elephant seals huddle together in order to stay warm.
On a rock in the surf, about ten gentoo penguins have gathered. A single macaroni penguin
stands amongst them. A flock of giant petrels is floating on the water, wings stretched out
wide. This can only mean that they are feeding on carrion. Indeed, as we get a bit closer with
the zodiac they are feasting on a fur seal carcass. This is South Georgia's most important
cleaning service, assisted by the skuas that fly high up in the air. A single cape petrel picks up
the crumbs from the water that are left behind.
We have learned there is a difference between a Northern and Southern Giant Petrel (both
species are seen in the bay) but the red-headed Giant Petrel looks like a new species. In fact,
it is just a Giant Petrel that has been feeding on a fresh carcass, its head stained with blood.
We witness such a 'stinker' (as the whalers used to call them) heading to the sea to take a
bath and clean its head.
We are lucky to have had a
second chance to 'do Elsehul'
under
more
favourable
weather conditions. As we
return to the ship, Anja
explains about tomorrow's
plans
(her
briefings
are
getting famous amongst some
of us) and then it's dinner
time. Nothing is programmed
for the evening, many will
want
to
absorb
today's
impressions, look at all the
photographs taken, or simply
catch up with some sleep.
What
an
extraordinary
Christmas day this has been!
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26th December 2008 – Gold Harbour (54°37’ S / 035°56’ W), Cooper Bay
(54°47' S / 035°48' W) & Drygalski Fjord (58°50’ S / 036°00’ W)
Air temperature: 4-6°C, overcast
“There are two ways to live your life. One is as though nothing is a miracle. The other is as though
everything is a miracle”

Albert Einstein

Today is another full day of
excursions. We have got to make
the most of South Georgia while we
are here! So at 06:30 Anja's wakeup call sound, and one hour later,
after a quick breakfast, we are
landing at Gold Harbour, at the far
right side of the beach that is less
exposed and where the swell is
much less than elsewhere on the
beach.
For once there are not so many fur
seals. It could be that the beach has
been overtaken by elephant seals.
They are quite numerous here.
Young males rise up to compete
with each other, but only very few will every become 'beach master' of a harem and get to
reproduce. And there are plenty of king penguins further to the left of the beach. Anja has
been observing one young elephant seal that is relaxing in a pool of water. Lying on its back,
the animal is scratching its belly with its flippers as he (or she?) looks up to Anja and turns
around to get a closer look. Elephant seals can be aggressive competitors, but can also be very
peaceful and curious as this young mammal proves.
Halfway the beach lies a dead fur seal. It looks like it has not yet been eaten from. That,
however, does not take very long and giant petrels arrive and adapt their typical positions to
decide who is to eat first. They walk with their wings stretched out wide, their neck stretched
forwards and low above the ground while the tail feathers are fanned. The not-so-common
'white morph' of the Southern Giant Petrel
glides past us and lands further on the beach.
It too approaches the dead seal but
apparently it has to wait for its turn. These
'vultures of Antarctica' greedily stick their
heads into the carrion and hastily eat
whatever they can get. Soon the all-white
petrel has its head red with blood.
Out in the surf a group of about twenty Kings
seems to enjoy riding on it. Another old chick,
which nearly lost all of its brown down, is
accompanied by (most likely) its parent for a
first introduction into the sea. A few blocks of
ice have been washed up on the shoreline.
One breaks into pieces.
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It is time to go back to the ship. We must kindly request a young elephant seal to please get
off our plastic bag with life jackets. From the protected corner where we came from, there is
no problem getting back to the ship.
After lunch we have our last landing: Cooper Bay, located at the southeast extremity of South
Georgia (54°47'S, 35°48'W). Right in front lies Cooper Island. Between the island and the
mainland lies a range of tabular icebergs that seem to form a barrier at the horizon. The soft
light ensures a unique view. The Multanovskiy anchors in the vicinity of a few smaller icebergs
that have plenty of penguins standing on them. Some are Chinstraps, from the largest colony
on South Georgia.
But we are coming here to get close encounters to the macaroni penguins that are breeding
somewhere up the hill between the tussock. We need to split the group in two, since the
landing beach is only very small, just as the track leading up the penguin colony. The fur seals,
although present, do not pose much of a problem. We climb up a sort of a path (probably a dry
river of melting water) and reach a plateau where about fifteen gentoo penguins have chosen
to nest. We head further to the east where we enter the tussock once again. Soon enough we
find ourselves face to face with a macaroni penguin. Watch your step, they are all over the
place and mud and uneven terrain make it a challenge. Light-mantled albatrosses breed on the
nearby cliffs and occasionally fly over our heads. But climb up one more slope and you are
looking down on some open patches of the macaroni penguin colony.
Some of us are eager to see the South
Georgia Pipit, a little bird that indeed can be
heard on these slopes. Seeing it is another
thing. But Lex suddenly discovers it between
the small Gentoo colony, where it sits and
waits for a few seconds, before taking off
again. Cooper Bay is not rat-free, but birds
from Cooper Island (where there are no rats)
do visit the Bay too.
Halfway through the afternoon the first
group returns to the ship and the second
group is brought ashore. As the afternoon
progresses, sleet starts to fall and marks the end of our last land-based excursion. It has been
a wonderful last landing...
On the way back to the ship the zodiacs drive us to the icebergs with the penguins for a closer
look. One, two rounds around the icebergs and it's back to the ship.
Out on the front deck, Daniela and Lex serve hot chocolate topped with cream and a drop of
Bacardi. It's only 18:00 and we are sailing past some impressive tabular icebergs that have
come all the way from Antarctica. A snapshot of what is to come. A snow petrel briefly
accompanies our ship. There are plenty of prions too. What scenery, once again.
Erich von Drygalski was the leader of the German Antarctic Expedition (1901-1903) and he is
the one after whom the 14 km long fjord was named. This fjord is our next destination
(58°50'S, 36°00'W). The rocks of this fjord were once part of the continental margin of the
supercontinent Gondwana and offers beautiful patterns of schist and gneiss, cut by dolerite
intrusions. The sun shines on deck and we are protected from the winds. Multiple streams of
melting ice form a broad waterfall that comes running down from Dead End Glacier which
peaks at 1200m. Colours of a rainbow appear as we sail past this fine veil of water at a certain
angle. Risting and Jenkins Glacier mark the fjord's end and we turn 180 degrees. By that time
dinner is served and we go down to the restaurant.
As we leave South Georgia, with Cape Disappointment as the last outpost of this subantarctic
island, the swell increases noticeably.
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27th December 2008 – Somewhere between South Georgia
and the South Orkney Islands
Air temperature: 3-6°C, misty in the morning and some sunshine in the afternoon
“Sometimes I feel that we undervalue this life, we are so eager merely to see things that we are no
longer really looking at them.“

Henri Matisse

No need for an early wake-up call today. The skies are grey and we are rolling a bit, so not
everybody shows up for breakfast. A wandering albatross glides around the ship, but there is
not too much birdlife outside.
At 09:30 Anja has organised another 'recap' to deal with questions that have been left
unanswered over the past days. What is the ecological impact of the reindeer, if any? How are
rats cleared from the island, and would it not be better to limit the numbers of fur seals? How
do elephant seals manage to dive as deep as they can, and why don't they get the bends? How
old do they get anyway?
The video 'South – Shackleton's Glorious Epic Of The Antarctic' is shown in the lecture room at
11:00. It's actually Anja's Christmas gift from her boyfriend, so it's a première for her too!
Between 12:00 and 13:00 the swell gets stronger... fasten your seatbelts! Who will be brave
enough to show up for lunch?!
The increasing rolling makes Lex decide to postpone his presentation of the first film ever from
South Georgia: it is all too easy to crash a notebook under the present sea conditions. Instead,
he shows 'Penguin Baywatch', a documentary by Luc Jacquet about the Crozet Islands. This
French territory's wildlife is similar to South Georgia. Crozet has the largest colony king
penguins on earth.
At 19:00 dinner is served (Daniela wishes you 'bon appetit') but not everybody shows up.
Those who do cannot all finish their meals. We are still rolling quite a bit and simple routines
suddenly become real challenges.
'Poles Apart' is the first episode of the series 'Last Place On Earth'. It is shown in the lecture
room. Also, don't forget to set back your clock one hour. We are changing back to the
Antarctica/Argentina time zone.
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28th December 2008 – The South Orkney Islands
& Base Orcadas on Laurie Island (60°45' S / 044°43' W)
Air temperature: 2-5°C, fairly sunny
“The shell must break before the bird can fly“

Tennyson

It has been a heavy night for nearly all of
us. Rocking and rolling made it quite hard
to get a good night's sleep. Many people
skip breakfast in an attempt to get some
more sleep.
At 10:30 Lex makes a second attempt to
show the unique images shot by Albert
Benitz. He was the cameraman who went
with Ludwig Kohl-Larsen and his wife
Margit to South Georgia. In 1927-1928
the trio spent no fewer than nine months
on the island, travelling from bay to bay,
exploring glaciers and offshore islands.
Lex has an introductory lecture to depict the historical context of the expedition, because there
is no spoken word or other text to accompany the original footage of Benitz: it is plain black &
white film. We witness how hundreds, if not thousands, of Cape Petrels feed in Grytviken bay
where steam and smoke escape from the whaler's blubber cookers and chimneys. By that
time, Humpback Whales were pretty much 'commercially extinct' and more or less ignored by
whalers who would prefer to hunt the bigger blue whales that would be more profitable for
their company. All in all it is unique footage of an era that is now history.
Lunch is at 13:00 as usual and includes a hot baguette.
If the sea was quiet this morning, it becomes even calmer in the afternoon. Anja updates the
team on the progress and the plans. She expects the weather to improve in the coming hours.
And indeed it does. The afternoon brings sun and the sun brings people out on deck. The
second half of the afternoon islands are in sight: Laurie Island, one of the smaller islands that
is part of the South Orkney Islands.
There is a lecture of Christophe, an Introduction On The Breeding Biology Of Penguins, but
only four people show up so he decides to postpone it. Are his lectures unpopular, or was Lex's
lecture this morning too demanding? He will give it another chance tomorrow!
Suddenly we find ourselves surrounded by huge icebergs in all shapes and sizes. Some are still
very 'tabular' while others have calved off or have been shaped by wind and waves. Some are
deep blue, and we even spot a small one that is mysteriously green-translucent. Then there is
a big one that is filled with (probably) sediments or ashes that have been twisted and turned.
Berete spots spouts of whales, at eight o'clock in front of another iceberg. They are probably
humpback whales (broad blow, not too tall) and there are at least two. Very well spotted! A
little later, another 'white morph' of the southern giant petrel is briefly seen behind the ship.
Two big icebergs have huge groups of penguins standing on them. The wind blows incredibly
cold, and it is wise to seek shelter from the freezing breeze. A small flock of snow petrels flies
past a tabular iceberg. A single one approaches us at only a few metres. This behaviour is
repeated by a curious shag, who flies alongside the Multanovskiy for a few seconds. Not really
typical shag behaviour.
And so we arrive in Uruguay Bay, where the Argentine base 'Orcadas' is located. Situated on
Laurie Island, the base hosts fifteen researchers and navy personnel. We pay a visit to these
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people right after dinner - appetite has returned now that we are back in calmer waters. Base
commander ('jefe de base') Gustavo Sanchez is on the pebble beach to welcome us along with
some of his colleagues, all dressed in orange jackets. But the thing that really strikes us is that
there is only ONE fur seal on the beach. And it is not even coming after us!
Once everyone has been brought ashore by the zodiacs, we split into smaller groups led by
one of the orange jackets to give us a tour around the base. On the left side are the remains of
the original wooden hut, which was reinforced by stones. Only the stones remain today. The
hut was built in 1904 by the Scottish Expedition of 1903, led by Dr. W. Bruce. The Argentines
took over the hut on 22 February 1904 and still continue their scientific research. One year
later Casa Moneta is built, a house which is now home to a small museum (since 1992). This
base, at over one hundred years, is one of the oldest around and focuses on biological,
magnetic, meteorological and seismological observations.
While some enjoy a stroll a coffee or tea with cake and cookies inside the cantina (that sells
souvernirs too), others walk towards the penguins that are located at the other side of the
beach. Both Chinstrap and Adelie Penguins are breeding here. Red snow algae grow in the
vicinity of the colonies. In the bay on the other side people report to have seen about ten
weddell seals, another new species for this trip. Meanwhile, Anja and Lex have stamped all of
the passports with the official base stamp.
Around 22:30 the last zodiac returns to the Prof. Multanovskiy. We will soon heave anchor and
continue to sail to our next destination: the Antarctic Peninsula. A real quiet sea guarantees all
of us a good sleep!
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29th December 2008 – Somewhere between the South Orkney Islands
& the Antarctic Peninsula
Air temperature: 2-5°C, fairly sunny
“The intellect has little to do on the road to discovery. There comes a leap in consciousness, call it
intuition or what you will, and the solution comes to you and you don’t know how or why”

Albert Einstein

There is a late (08:00) wake-up call from Anja,
there is no need to hurry today. The sea is still
very quiet.
At 10:00 we have scheduled some bird
watching, but the birds have decided differently
and are hardly present. Outside, more big
icebergs are spotted at the horizon. Inside, the
last pieces of the puzzle in the bar are being put
in their place and everyone is relaxing a bit.
At 12:00 it is time for a 'recap session'. There is
some uncertainty as to what happened to the
person who allegedly got drowned by a Weddell
Seal, according to the stories told by the
Orcadas crew. We'll see if we can contact the
Orcadas base commander for further details. And, how do penguins avoid getting cold feet?
For those who did not go for a nap after lunch, we are showing the second episode ('Minor
Divisions') of Last Place On Earth. The second episode is titled Minor Diversions.
Christophe gives it another go at 17:30 with his Introduction On The Breeding Biology Of
Penguins. During the recap earlier today we changed the title into the more appealing Sex On
The Beach. However, after the lecture some passengers mention that they are somewhat
disappointed that the actual deed was not explained in more detail!
During the briefing, right before dinner, Anja comments on tomorrow's program and has a
surprise too: it's a pocket guide book on the wildlife of Antarctica. A nice souvenir and
reference work for what we have seen during this trip (and so far, we saw quite a lot).
After dinner Multanovskiy Cinema plays 'Ice Age II' – something light and entertaining for the
end of a perfect day.
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30th December 2008 – Antarctic Peninsula,
Cierva Cove (64°09' S / 060°53' W)
Air temperature: 0-3°C, beautiful sunshine
“Those who are forgiving will be rewarded a thousand times”

St Francis of Assisi

The usual wake-up call and breakfast determine the
early morning. Anja herself will give a lecture after
breakfast (at 10:00) titled 'Ice Is Nice'. Anja explains
about glaciers in the Antarctic and the Arctic and how
they shape the landscape. Ice is Anja's speciality,
especially permafrost.
In the meantime we are sailing further into the
Bransfield Strait where the weather is splendid. The
entire coastline is just one beautiful painting of
mountains, snow, glaciers and icebergs of every kind.
The ship progresses, but it is nearly stable. You won't
get this sea any calmer than this. We sail through
some icy waters. Spouts of humpback whales are seen.
A flock of cape petrels follows us for a little while. There is one Antarctic Petrel amongst them.
Southern fulmars are quite abundant too.
The weather and the scenery are just too nice to stay inside. Nobody shows up for the indoor
activities that we had scheduled: both the video and a lecture by Lex (on whales and dolphins)
are cancelled. And rightly so: why would you want to have a lecture on whales and dolphins if
you can watch humpbacks outside? Three more are spotted at 14:45. Shortly after, a minke
whale surfaces. In the bar, Christophe collects all email addresses so people can stay in touch
with each other after the trip.
Another pre-dinner briefing by Anja concludes the end of the afternoon. Anja unfolds her plans
for tonight and tomorrow. Thanks to our good speed over the last two days, we will have an
extra activity after dinner. Tomorrow is going to be a full day from early morning to late night.
21:30 we gather at the ship's gangway for a zodiac tour in Cierva Cove, a beautiful bay not
often visited by ships. Anja, Christophe and Andrey drive the first three zodiacs that set out in
the direction of the sunset that colours the icebergs differently with every minute that passes
by. A leopard seal is found resting on an ice floe, and people in Christophe's zodiac get a close
encounter with the Antarctic's top predator.
Meanwhile, Pascha and Lex drive the last two zodiacs and take another direction. The German
kids Johan and Julius take turn driving Lex's zodiac. And not only seem both of them to enjoy
this activity, both are also very skilled! On a rocky island we discover Adelie, Chinstrap and
Gentoo Penguin, but our biggest find on this trip
are two Minke Whales that surface to breathe
not far away from our boats. We follow them for
half an hour or so, respecting a good distance
though so as not to disturb the whales that
seem to be searching for food. Pascha's and
Lex's zodiac tour was going to be somewhat
shorter than the other three boats, but we are
the last ones to return to the ship...
And for now it's bedtime, because tomorrow will
be an early day.
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31st December 2008 –, Antarctic Peninsula
Cuverville Island (64°41' S / 062°38' W)
Neumayer Channel (64°47' S / 063°30' W)
Dorian Bay & Port Lockroy (64°49' S / 063°30' W)
& Jougla Point (64°50' S / 063°30' W)
Barbecue at Port Lockroy
Air temperature: 1-6°C, fairly sunny
“The ice was here, the ice was there, the ice was all around
It cracked and growled and roared and howled, like noises in a swound”

Samuel Taylor Coleridge

It's only 05:00 when Anja's wake-up call
sounds over the PA-system. Through the
portholes we can see Cuverville Island, our
new destination. Cuverville Island, North
Errera Channel, is a small island,
approximately 2 x 2,5 km. Most of the
island is covered by a permanent ice cap.
This island not only holds one of the largest
colonies of gentoo penguins, but is also
host to many skuas. The tide is high, so
the beach is narrow. Fortunately there are
not too many gentoos around on the
beach. From the main landing beach we
walk to the colonies both left and right of
us. All penguins are still sitting on eggs, no
chicks are seen.
At 08:00 everybody is back on board, all tags are turned and we enjoy the breakfast.
Around 10:00 we are at the entrance of the Neumayer Channel where a couple of Humpback
Whales are seen. Yet on the other side of the ship three Killer Whales suddenly show up, but
disappear almost instantly as they are swimming in opposite direction. Some people have been
lucky enough to see them as their dorsal fins disappear in the distance.
At 10:15 Anja announces over the P.A. that we are looking at Dorian Bay on the left side,
where we will land soon. Dorian Bay is also known as Damoy Point and located on Wiencke
Island. The point was discovered and named by Charcot’s French Antarctic expedition (19031905).
Disembarkation follows some twenty minutes later. We land at the beach (with approximately
1,5-2m of snow cover) close to where the two refuge huts are located: the orange Argentine
hut, and the green one built by the British in 1953. The latter one we can enter, a guest book
awaits the visitors. A (full) bottle of Bailey's is located in the kitchen sink.
The next step is a climb on the snow slope from where one has a nice view over the area,
which includes a view on Port Lockroy. We are blessed with yet another lovely day in the
peninsula. Snowy mountain peaks shine against a blue sky that is partly clouded. Some people
decide to slide down the slopes, others just walk down back to the huts from where another
tracks continues in the other direction, toward the gentoo penguin colonies along the coast.
Weddell seals are known to haul out and indeed we find one resting on the snow. A crabeater
seal is also reported, the animal seems to have chosen the center of a penguin colony to rest.
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As soon as we are back on the ship lunch is served and for those who start to feel the effects
of an early wake-up call, there is now time for a quick nap!
Anja's imitation of a rooster sounds through the PA system at 15:15: time to wake up for
those who have been sleeping. Fifteen minutes later we are all gathered in the bar where Anja
leaves the stage for Mr. Port Lockroy himself, Rick Atkinson. It was discovered by Charcot’s
French Antarctic expedition (1903-05) and named for Édouard Lockroy, the French politician
who assisted Charcot in obtaining government backing for his expedition. Rick comments on
the history of this British base which he has helped to built up ever since it was left in ruins. He
tells about operation Tabarin, which was secretly launched so that its real purpose still remains
a mystery today. Also about the UK Antarctic Hertitage Trust, the charity organisation that
looks after the explorer's huts, and the penguins, of which there are 643 pairs today on the
little island. The first eggs have just hatched, so we are in for some new sightings. To round
off his introduction Rick answers a couple of burning questions from the group, such as what
the minimal temperatures are recorded at the base.
Then it's time to go over to the historic hut. The first zodiacs take half of our group to Port
Lockroy, the other half is going to Jougla Point. And the newborn gentoo chicks are right next
to the entrance door of the base! Sure enough they get some attention from us. South polar
skuas and white-faced sheatbills are present too, but the funny hissing sound produced by the
penguins when they get too close tells us they don't like these predators around at all. The
penguin's breeding success is not only
determined by predation though, Rick
has explained. Warm and cold periods
can create havoc too.
Inside the brown buildings of Port
Lockroy there's the museum with the old
gramophone,
scientific
instruments,
radios, typewriters, cans of food and
Pemmican... all from bygone days. And
of course the museum shop is open: the
three ladies will be happy to sell you any
of their maps, books, badges, pens,
postcards and other items, many of
which have penguins on them.
After about one and a half hour we swap
groups: people from Jougla Point can
now go to Port Lockroy and vice versa.
The zodiacs commute between the two islands. A leopard seal suddenly surfaces quite near to
the zodiac and receives both admiration and curiosity. The seal is bigger than many had
expected. A close encounter indeed.
The other island, Jougla Point, is also located on Wiencke Island. Here is collection of scattered
whale bones, composed as if it was a complete skeleton belonging to one whale, but in fact it
has been composed of many different species of whale. Since much of this skeleton is still
covered in snow, most of us head to the other great attraction of this place: the blue-eyed
shags. Their chicks have been born a couple of weeks ago, judging by their size. They are all
brown and fluffy, but not that small any more. Some of the chicks are about the size of their
parents. They are constantly begging for food. The parents are either sleeping or preening
their feathers. Other birds are reinforcing their nest, a muddy elevated platform much like the
ones we saw on West Point Island, built by the black-browed albatrosses.
Some time before six in the afternoon, we all go back on board of the Prof. Multanovskiy. On
the front deck preparations are made for tonight's barbecue. It will take another hour before it
kicks off. The four people from Port Lockroy have also come to our ship to have a nice shower
(these facilities are not installed at the hut!) and to celebrate the last day of the year with us.
The Russian crew have all come out of their engine rooms, kitchens and other hidden rooms on
the ship and join us in the cold evening. Daniela and her two cooks manage the barbecue and
put new steaks on the grill. To keep on moving is the best advice to stay warm.
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But even thought the sunset in this bay is beautiful, with yellow clouds hanging in a blue sky,
most of us end up in the bar, where the temperature is about eighteen degrees higher. It has
been nicely decorated with colourful items to celebrate the old and new year. On the deck
behind the bar, with a glass of champagne in our hand, we start counting down... Three, two,
one... Happy 2009 everybody! Handshakes and kisses follow. Some head straight to bed (it's
going to be an early day tomorrow), others continue to party.
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1st January 2009, happy new year!!! – Antarctic Peninsula,
Neko Harbour (64°50' S / 062°33' W)
Air temperature: 1-12°C!!!, cloudy in the morning and beautiful sunshine in the afternoon
“The world is a book, and those who do not travel read only one page”

St. Augustine

Anja's promise for an early wake-up call is merciless and sounds at 07:00. Most of us show up
for breakfast. Earlier this morning the Professor Multanovskiy has sailed to Neko Harbour,
located in Andvord Bay. Neko is a former German liner which sailed from Europe to South
America via Cape Horn and the Falklands. She was transformed into a whaling factory ship for
the Salvesen company and operated from 1911-1923. Neko would concentrate on boiling the
blubber. Her filthy state and her refusal to report accurate reports on whale catches caused
constant irritation with the British. Neko sunk in 1924, 120 miles off Rio de Janeiro on her way
home. More importantly for us today: Neko is the
actual Antarctic continent and not just an island and it
is also the most southern point of our expedition
(64°50'514" S / 062°33' W)…we were at about 2871
km from the South Pole!!!
Indeed, some whale vertebrates are still present next
to the orange refuge hut around which gentoo penguins
are now breeding. There is an impressive glacier which
forms the background of this scenery. Anja takes the
lead for a climb up the hill, a track which leads
alongside a couple of gentoo colonies. Some penguins
are still sitting on eggs, another has eggs that are
hatching as we pass by, and some have tiny chicks that
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are still too weak to even stand up. They are probably not older than two days. Close to the
hut Lex spots the first Krill of this trip: it is a meal spilt by a penguin which lies in the snow.
The krill has lost some of its orange colours, but the small round black eyes of the crustaceans
are still recognizable.
The hike all the way to the top is quite an exercise, but the view from there is magnificent. On
three occasions there are avalanches of snow coming down from the mountain peaks on our
right side. It just demonstrates the dynamics of snow and ice. The bay is full of ice floes and
icebergs. A single snow petrel and a few Wilson's storm petrels fly between the ice. We still
have some time before we have to be back on the ship, so rather than going straight back to
we do a little zodiac tour between the ice. Back on board, we have our group picture taken on
the front deck before it is lunch time.
As soon as lunch is over many go out again because we have just started to sail back to the
Drake Passage. While we are still in these magnificent waters surrounded by blueish-white
coastlines we make the most of it. And it pays off being outside: at 15:00 two Humpback
Whales are spotted. Half an hour later, off Ronge Island another type of blows and dorsal fins
are spotted several times. They belong to a pod of Killer Whales that swim in the same
direction we are going. However, we are going slightly faster and so we lost them out of sight.
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Later on that afternoon many more Humpback Whales are seen, and this time the bridge
adjusts navigation and slows down speed in an attempt to get a little bit closer. We are on the
Gerlache Strait, about sail towards the Melchior Islands. We do get closer to the whales
indeed. The patterns of the different tail flukes are clear to see as they dive, and their long
white flippers can be seen gliding through the water. Most of the time we see two Humpbacks
swimming together, usually such a couple consists of a mother and a calf. They do not seem to
be feeding but rather searching for food, regularly making shallow dives.
Because of these nice views outside, Anja postpones the recap we had scheduled until
tomorrow morning. But we do get an update from Anja on tomorrow's program and the
weather forecast. All looks well at the moment.
Coincidentally the starter of our evening dinner is shrimps, crustaceans that are closely related
to the krill, the food that the whales of this afternoon were in search of. It's an early night for
many of us, this is the moment to catch up with some sleep and to get used to the swell too.
Still, if you are in for the movie animation Happy Feet you can go and watch it in the lecture
room. Outside, the last white mountains of Brabant Island disappear on the horizon. A small
flock of Cape Petrels is following us again.
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2nd January 2009 – Drake Passage
Air temperature: 1-5°C, cloudy
“Some of us are over the seasick stage and no longer want to die”

Hartford after 10 days on the ‘Nimrod’ with Shackleton in 1907

In her wake-up call Anja mentions that we
have a good speed: 11 knots. The sky is
clouded, but it is not very grey outside.
The ocean is smooth and the swell is
minimal. We have had a quiet night, so it
means a nice start to the last oceanic
crossing. There are not too many birds
outside, a couple of faithful cape petrels
follow us, accompanied by a southern
fulmar.
09:30 is the time we have a recap in the
bar to answer questions from the last
couple of days. Naturally there are some
questions on the whales we have seen
lately, but also about the landscape further
south (where we did not go) and the
dynamics of the ice, some of which we witnessed at Neko Harbour.
At 11:00 Lex plays a two-hour documentary titled Ocean Odyssey (BBC 2006, produced by
Ceri Bernes). The documentary makes it evident that these large whales are impressive
mammals in many ways: they are deep divers exploring the deep blue where man has rarely
gone, they have a very accurate sonar system which takes up one third of their body. They
have the largest brain in the world and use it to develop strong social bonds and to map the
abyss in the oceans they are swimming. As the documentary ends, it's lunch time.
After lunch there is a weather update from Anja over the PA system: we are expecting stormy
weather which may hit us as early as 16:00, but possibly in the evening, night or even
tomorrow. The weather report on the Drake is not the most accurate, it has to be said.
Later on in the afternoon, at 15:00, Lex delivers a lecture on albatrosses and longlining. Both
deep ocean longlining for toothfish and surface-longlining for tuna cause an estimated 100,000
victims amongst albatrosses each year plus another 200,000 petrels. Recently, it has also been
discovered that trawling also causes mortality amongst seabirds, such as in the Benguela
Current (off west Africa). Fortunately, the South Georgia and Falklands fisheries have shown
that simple measures can reduce the 'searbird bycatch' to zero (!) birds. Look out for the blue
Marine Stewart Council logo (MSC) when you buy fish – it will tell you the fish is from
sustainable resources and has no negative effects on seabird populations.
As expected, the swell does increase after Lex's lecture. But many of us are still on our feet
and happily join the multiple-choice quiz, presenté by votre quiz master Christophe! Teams are
formed to join forces. What is a growler? How big is the biggest land animal of Antarctica? The
most famous question asked this afternoon must have been when the first sheep arrived on
Antarctica. Antarctic sheep? This puzzles quite a few people, but is a mispronunciation of
'ship'. The winning team (they called themselves the Middle Team) is honoured with a bottle of
champagne.
At 19:30 dinner is served. Many enjoy their fish plate while the waves crash against the port
holes every now and then. We are rocking, but it is not as bad as expected. After dinner, Anja
puts on the Ice Worlds episode of the BBC series Planet Earth.
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3rd January 2009 – Drake Passage
Air temperature: 5-9°C, misty in the morning and fairly sunny in the afternoon
“Get pleasure from all the small things you see – an animal. A flower, a tree – and you will have enjoyed
the day to the best of your ability”

Beryl Reid

No need to wake up early, so breakfast is at
08:00. After breakfast, at 10:30, Anja gives
a lecture on her adventures in East
Antarctica from the time she was working
there as a researcher.
Before lunch is on, Anja briefs us on the
practical steps to take at the end of the trip:
debarkation will be tomorrow early morning.
Today is the last full day aboard the
Multanovskiy.
14:40 – The SUN comes out! We haven't
seen the sun since we left the peninsula. The
bird life has also started to pick up a bit:
blue petrels (not prions!), giant petrels and
black-browed albatrosses show up again.
15:00 sees the start of the first tour for
those who wish to know the inside-outs of the vessel. The engineer will take those who signed
up on a tour through the hidden vaults of Professor Multanovskiy. More groups follow in the
course of the afternoon.
At 18:00 it is time for the last update from Anja: a copy of the logbook of this trip is handed
out to everybody. For Jo(han) and his brother Julius there is a little surprise too: they get a
certificate for their excellent zodiac driving in Cierva Cove. In their diary they have written that
this was the best day of the trip! Who knows, we may see them back one of these days...
While Cierva Cove may remain an unforgettable day for the two brothers, it is probably true to
say that we will all go home with a mind full of impressions of this day that will not be soon
forgotten:
• Close encounters with the albatrosses on West Point Island;
• The delicious cookies and cakes on Carcass (uh, and the wildlife of course!);
• Our first lonely king penguin on Gypsy Cove, on the beach amongst the magellanic
penguins;
• Beautiful wandering and royal albatrosses as we sailed to South Georgia;
• Our first encounter with the cliffs of South Georgia, at Elsehul;
• A rough and wet landing on, and departure from, Salisbury Plain;
• The hike from Fortunay Bay to Stromness, when we could finally stretch our legs;
• A special Christmas service in the historical church of Grytviken;
• The colourful scene of thousands of king penguins, old and young, in Right Whale Bay;
• The zodiac tour back in Elsehul, where giant petrels were feeding on a dead fur seal;
• The images of young male elephant seals fighting at Gold Harbour;
• The macaroni penguins - and the endemic pipit for the lucky ones - at Cooper Bay;
• Drygalski Fjord with its impressive glaciers and waterfalls;
• The beautiful icebergs on our way to the South Orkney Islands and whilst sailing through
the Bransfield Strait;
• The view from the hill at Damoy Point;
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• The newborn chicks of the gentoo penguins at Port Lockroy, where a leopard seal was
patrolling the coastline;
• The elegant blue-eyed shags at Jougla Point;
• The barbecue on the 31st December, with a yellow sunset as our background;
• The weddell seal at Neko Harbour, and the walk to the top while avalanches of snow were
coming down;
...and the many humpback whales that we met when sailing out of the peninsula area.
It has been a wonderful trip and all crew and guides wish to thank you for your enthusiasm
and company during these past days. We hope to see you back again some time on another
trip! THANK YOU!
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General map of the trip

1. Ushuaia
5. Was a bit windy here…
24. Cape Horn
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Map of the Falkland Islands

2. West Point Island
3. Carcass Island
4. Stanley & Gypsy Cove
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Map of the South Georgia

6. Elsehul
7. Salisbury Plain
8. Fortuna Bay
9. Stromness
10. Grytviken
11. Right Whale Bay
12. Gold Harbour
13. Cooper Bay
14. Drygalski Fjord
15. Huge and amazing icebergs coming from Antarctica
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Map of the South Orkney Islands

16. Base Orcadas (Argentinean Research Station) on Laurie Island
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Map of the Antarctic Peninsula

17. Cierva Cove
18. Cuverville Island
19. Neumayer Channel
20. Dorian Bay

21. Port Lockroy
22. Jougla Point
23. Neko Harbour
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Species list
(67 bird species or subspecies, 12 marine mammals and 1 land mammal)
English Name
Wandering Albatros
Royal Albatross
Black-browed Albatross
Grey-headed Albatross
Light-mantled Sooty Albatross
Southern Giant Petrel
Northern Giant Petrel
Southern Fulmar
Antarctic Petrel
Cape Petrel
Soft-plumaged Petrel
Blue Petrel
Antarctic Prion
White-chinned Petrel
Greater Shearwater
Thin-billed Prion
Sooty Shearwater
Snow Petrel
Wilson's Storm-petrel
Grey-backed Storm-petrel
Black-bellied Storm-petrel
Diving-petrel sp.
King Penguin
Gentoo Penguin
Chinstrap Penguin
Adélie Penguin
Rockhopper Penguin
Macaroni Penguin
Magellanic Penguin
Rock Cormorant
King Cormorant
Blue-eyed Cormorant
Black-crowned Night-heron
Ruddy-headed Goose
Upland Goose
Kelp Goose
Patagonian Crested Duck
Falkland Steamer-duck
Speckled Teal
South Georgia Pintail
Turkey Vulture
Red-backed Hawk
Striated Caracara
Peregrine Falcon
Magellanic Oystercatcher
Blackish Oystercatcher
Common Snipe

Scientific Name
Diomedea exulans
Diomedea epomophora
Diomedea melanophrys
Diomedea chrysostoma
Phoebetria palpebatra
Macronectes giganteus
Macronectes halli
Fulmarus glacialoides
Thalassoica antarctica
Daption capense
Pterodroma mollis
Halobaena caerulea
Pachyptila desolata
Procellaria aequinoctialis
Puffinus gravis
Pachyptila belcheri
Puffinus griseus
Pagodroma nivea
Oceanites oceanicus
Garrodia nereis
Fregatta tropica
Pelecanoides sp.
Aptenodytes patagonica
Pygoscelis papua
Pygoscelis antarctica
Pygoscelis adeliae
Eudyptes chrysocome
Eudyptes chrysolophus
Spheniscus magellanicus
Phalacrocorax magellanicus
Phalacrocorax albiventer
Phalacrocorax atriceps
Nycticorax nycticorax obscurus
Chloephaga rubidiceps
Chloephaga picta leucoptera
Chloephaga hybrida malvinarum
Lophonetta (Anas) specularioides specularioides

Tachyeres brachypterus
Anas flavirostris
Anas georgica georgica
Cathartes aura falklandica
Buteo polyosoma
Phalcoboenus australis
Falco peregrinus cassini
Haematopus leucopodus
Haematopus ater
Gallinago gallinago
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Brown Skua
Chilean Skua
Falkland Skua
South Polar Skua
Pale-faced Sheathbill
Dolphin Gull
Kelp Gull
South-american Tern
Antarctic Tern
Arctic Tern
Blackish Cinclodes
Dark-faced Ground-tyrant
Cobb's Wren
Falkland Thrush
Falkland Pipit
South Georgia Pipit
Black-Throated Finch
Long-tailed Meadowlark
Black-chinned Siskin
House Sparrow

Catharacta (skua) lonnbergi
Catharacta chilensis
Catharacta (skua) antarctica
Catharacta (skua) maccormicki
Chionis alba
Leucophaeus scoresbii
Larus dominicanus
Sterna hirundunacea
Sterna vittata
Sterna paradisaea
Cinclodes antarcticus antarcticus
Muscisaxicola maclovianus maclovianus
Troglodytes cobbi
Turdus falcklandii falcklandii
Anthus correndera grayi
Anthus antarcticus
Melanodera melanodera melanodera
Sturnella loyca falklandica
Carduelis barbata
Passer domesticus

South American Sea Lion
Antarctic Fur Seal
Southern Elephant Seal
Weddell Seal
Crabeater Seal
Leopard Seal
Commerson's Dolphin
Peale's Dolphin
Killer Whale
Antarctic Minke Whale
Fin Whale
Humpback Whale
Reindeer

Otaria flavescens
Arctocephalus gazella
Mirounga leonina
Leptonychotes weddeliii
Lobodon carcinophaga
Hydrurga leptonyx
Cephalorhynchus commersonii
Lagenorhynchus australis
Orcinnus orca
Balaenoptera bonaerensis
Balaenoptera physalus
Megaptera novaeangliae
Rangifer tarandus

Save The Albatross
Longline fishing is a major threat for many seabird species of the southern hemisphere.
Every year, more than 100,000 albatrosses and an additional 200,000 other seabirds drown as
a result of longline fishing. BirdLife International has calculated that on average one albatross
is drowning every five minutes. 19 of the 22 albatross species are now globally threatened
with extinction.
For more information and regular updates on what BirdLife is doing to save the albatross
(including
an
interesting
email
newsletter
you
can
subscribe
to),
look
at
www.savethealbatross.net. Thanks for your interest and support!
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Total length of this trip
3445 nm / 6381 km
Text by Lex van Groningen kindly proofread by William Mulhall, Jack Gilmore & Sarah
Cotton
Photos by Christophe Gouraud & Lex van Groningen
Map / Text / Photos customized by Christophe Gouraud
Animal species list by Christophe Gouraud kindly reviewed by Gabriel Ullmann

Oceanwide Expeditions
Bellamypark 9
NL–4381 CG Vlissingen
The Netherlands

Tel. +31 118 410 410
Fax +31 118 410 417
Website: www.oceanwide–expeditions.com
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Passenger and staff list and e-mails
Name

Fleur O'Reilly
Jack Gilmore
Silvio and Monika Losa
Julie Campbell
Jan Bostoen
Crystal Barnes
Justin Barnes
Julie Calvert
Adam Bates
Lindy Adelmann
Clem Verheyen
Peg Kramer
Ellen Maas

e-mail
gabriel.ullmann@aliceadsl.fr
recycledbiker@tesco.net
nlmulhall@msn.com
steven.pettifer@blueyonder.co.uk
g.campbell@uq.edu.au
info@kfo-ramstein.de
marlise.zysset@bluewin.ch
adrian.borer@alumni.ethz.ch
andreas.wiedmer@bluewin.ch
susanne.haertel@eawag.ch
rogerhsc@mac.com
jkrebs@fmarion.edu
kelp2000@optusnet.com.au
michelle.j.graham@det.nsw.edu.au
hellesponten@hotmail.com
arend.berete@pandora.be
berete.veilgaard@ec.europa.eu
lj.couvret@kneppelhout.nl
l.couvret@wanadoo.nl
fleur_oreilly@hotmail.com
jgilmore911@btinternet.com
info@freviobike.ch
julie.campbell@uq.edu.au
jan.bostoen@telenet.be
barnescrys@gmail.com
barnes@fr.com
shutterspeedtravel@mac.com
adamdbates@mac.com
dreamma@bresnan.net
clemens.verheyen@telenet.be
peg.kramer@yahoo.com
emaas@telfort.nl

Annette Zeller & Thomas Luckner
Marlise Zysset
Laurence le Bouedec
Lexie Paul
Raoul Hamers
Simone & Raymond Pennie
Wally & Walter Steiner
Luchlan Campbell
Caroline & Dave Hunt
Anja Fleig (Expedition Leader)
Lex van Groningen (Guide/Lecturer)
Christophe Gouraud (Guide/Lecturer)
Daniela Cristoff (Hotel Manager)

Im Obstgarten 48, 70806 Kornwestheim, Germany
marlise.zysset@bluewin.ch
laurence.le.bouedec@wanadoo.fr
lpa51797@bigpond.net.au
raoulhamers@hotmail.com
rpennie37@yahoo.com; simone.pennie@bbc.com
wallysteiner@hotmail.com
lachcampbell@hotmail.com
Davecal187@hotmail.com
polaranja@web.de
lex@lexsample.nl
kagouilles@gmail.com
danitananu@hotmail.com

Gabriel Ullmann
Pam coles
Lesley and Nicholas Mulhall
Steven Pettifer and Sarah Cotton
Gordon Campbell
Burga,Peter,Julius,Johan Ripplinger
Marlise Zysset
Adrian Borer
Andreas Wiedmer
Susanne Haertel-Borer
Roger Hux
Julia Krebs
Craig Kellet
Michelle Graham
Per and Helle Hjort
Arend van Duijn
Berete Veilgaard
Laure Couvret
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